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This audiobook was created based on Michael Porter's landmark book Competitive Strategy. This
was Mr. Porter's synopsis of his book for the Harvard Business Review. This audiobook
emphasizes that operational effectiveness is not strategy, that strategy rests on unique activities
done by the organization, strategic positioning, the entrepreneurial edge, generic and specific
strategies, that sustainable strategic positions require trade offs, that proper fit drives both
competitive advantage and sustainability, rediscovering focused strategies, the failure of blurred and
straddled strategies, the growth trap, that profitable growth is often niche oriented, the role of
leadership in creating and maintaining clear strategies, and that the new entrant and new company
advantage is executing clear strategies.
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Michael E. Porter is a professor at Harvard Business School and a leading authority on Strategy and
Competitiveness. He did his MBA and Ph.D from Harvard. He has served as an advisor to several
business and government organizations. He was also a founder of the strategy and management
consulting firm, Monitor Group.Professor Porter is best known for his landmark books that defined
the field of Strategy - Competitive Strategy: Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors
(1980) and Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance (1985). These
books are must reads at the leading business schools.I read Competitive Strategy (1980) for a
Strategy course. It starts with a bang. On the very second page of the first chapter you will find the
figure for the famous Five Forces Driving Industry Competition. While Porter did not intend this

framework to be used for case interviews, in reality, this is a very important framework to know for
the case interviews conducted by leading strategy and management consultancy firms. All top
MBAs and anybody who has ever been hired by the best strategy and management consultancy
firms knows this framework, and has probably read this book. The first chapter immediately
proceeds to explaining each of the five forces:1. Threat of new entrants2. Intensity of rivalry among
existing competitors3. Pressure from substitute products4. Bargaining power of buyers5. Bargaining
power of suppliersWhile the first chapter alone is worth the cost of this book, I recommend it for the
wisdom contained in the rest of the book. The chapters are organized under three parts (General
Analytical Techniques, Generic Industry Environments, and Strategic Decisions).

Michael Porter is a Harvard Business School professor and a leading authority on competition and
strategy. This book is a landmark in the field of strategy/strategic management, which later has
become known as the positioning school. The book provides a great framework.The book consists
of three parts - General Analytical Techniques, Generic Industry Environments, and Strategic
Decisions. In addition, the two appendices - Portfolio Techniques in Competitor Analysis, and How
to Conduct an Industry Analysis - should also be mentioned as they are very useful.In Part I, Porter
discussess the structural analysis of industries (with the world-famous five forces), the three generic
competitive strategies (overall cost leadership, focus, and differentiation), an excellent framework for
competitor analysis, competitive moves, strategy toward buyers and suppliers, structural analysis
within industries (strategic groups, strategic mapping, mobility barriers), and industry evolution (life
cycle, evolutionary processes).In Part II, Porter discusses competitive strategy within various
generic industry environments, such as fragmented industries (with no real market leader),
emerging industries (e-commerce and Internet are excellent examples, although not mentioned in
this book as it was written in 1980), mature industries, declining industries, and global industries.In
Part III, Porter discusses strategic decisions which businesses/firms can take, such as vertical
integration (forward, backward, partnerships), capacity expansion, and entry into new
industries/businesses.Even after 20 years, most of this book still stands strong, although some
people will argue this.

Anyone would agree that this book is the best overview of competitive strategy analysis ever written.
The strength of the book is a solid outline of subjects and questions to improve your thinking, and
get to be a step ahead of the competition. In highly-competitive, commodity businesses, that's
usually what strategies focus on. On the other hand, the rapid advances of knowledge and

technology mean that the relevant benchmark is perfection, not the competitor, in defining an ideal
best practice. In that world, this book has serious limitations, because the competitive dimension is
often less important than the customer and user dimension these days. Any business arena begins,
as Peter Drucker so aptly put it, with the task "to create a customer." That reminder is especially
relevant today when they are so many new ways to serve a customer's needs that no one has ever
considered before. The strategic point of 'Blown to Bits' for example is that almost every business
will see its vertical value chain (moving from resources through to the customer) broken apart into
tiny segments each served by specialists. If you did not begin with that perspective in analyzing the
impact of electronically-based business practices, you could easily focus on the wrong tasks using
this book to create an over-broad strategy focus, rather than concentrating on just a few areas. I
suspect that the applications of Moore's Law and Metcalfe's Law need to be explicitly considered as
part of the analysis that Professor Porter is recommending.
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